
ExecuSmart provides 
organizations with a 
unique competitive 
advantage: better 
data, leading to bet-
ter decisions, leading 
to better people.

ExecuSmart tools 
are created by the 
Executive Assessment 
Institute, a leader in 
the field of human 
capital analytics, 
founded in 1996.

The EAI’s mission is 
to create and deliver 
intelligent data-driv-
en talent manage-
ment tools and 
services, ultimately 
enhancing an orga-
nization’s financial 
performance.

Using ExecuSmart 
tools will provide you 
and your organiza-
tion with top-level 
industry-proven 
assessments, result-
ing in better analytic 
data to achieve the 
greatest return from 
your human capital. 

ExecuSmart’s Talent Management Platform© merges strong science with a 
practical approach to create powerful self-insight, behavioral feedback, and 
scalable development planning.

Our integrated system is built on a deep scientific empirical framework built 
over the last twenty-five years, and based on over seventy years of research. 
The ExecuSmart approach merges real science with practicality to enable 
your talent management capabilities. 

ExecuSmart uses decades of research to 
create talent and assessment processes 
that are practical, scalable,
and customized.

Through sixty case studies, our talent 
processes have demonstrated a powerful, 
direct impact on business outcomes and 
organizational learning.

Talent
Management
Platform©

For the best leaders and maximum 
ROI, the choice is ExecuSmart.

Talent Management Platform©

Systemic Talent Management



Key Questions Surrounding 
Talent Management and
Leadership Development

• Do you have the right talent to 
create and execute strategy? 

• How is ideal leadership defined 
in your organization? 

• How do you select leaders who 
can drive business results? 

• Do you have leaders that can 
create the kind of organization-
al culture to drive organization-
al performance? 

• How do you prove and assure 
that your leadership develop-
ment and talent programs are 
driving organizational out-
comes? 

• Are your leadership teams 
aligned and functional, and 
do they enable organization 
performance? 

• Do you have a succession plan 
that effectively manages orga-
nizational risk? 

• Do you have demonstrable ROI 
from your talent management 
and leadership development 
efforts? 

• How do you scale development 
planning?

The ExecuSmart Talent Management Platform©

CHRO,
Canadian Pacific Railway

“The Success Profile set the foundation for both our leadership 

and professional talent processes that have demonstrated a 

direct impact on our business performance.”

John Derry

Leadership Success Profile©

The ExecuSmart platform enables 
organizations to define and answer 
these questions and gives leaders 
practical scalable capability to
support and drive results at each 
phase of the talent life cycle. 

ExecuSmart’s Leadership Success Profile© is a proprietary online 
tool that supports all phases of the talent management process and 
efficiently drives reliability and validity in competency frameworks.

The process identifies the critical competencies required
for success in a role, and allows your organization to
effectively understand what
is competent
across key
roles and
talent
pools. 

In
only
30
minutes,
subject
matter experts
can define what it
means to be competent,
and therefore what is required, to
drive organizational outcomes. These models are valid drivers of an 
organization’s business needs, culture, and strategy.

By making the process more efficient, yet obtaining a higher level of 
reliability and validity, the Leadership Success Profile creates a foun-
dation for talent decisions that impact business results and create 
powerful ROI. 



The LTI and PTI create a development language that
will arm leaders to develop future organizational
human capital. The LTI Self-Insight Reports are
designed to be the beginning of the leadership
journey and give leaders self-insight to grow
in a systematic way through competency
mapping, assuring the greatest
organizational impact.

The LTI® and PTI™ represent true advancements 
in cognitive assessment for selection and targeted 
development. A leader’s preferences for leadership 
styles and behaviors critical for business success are 
identified and mapped to the Competency Frame-
work, identified in the Leadership Success Profile©. 

As a self-insight tool, the LTI and PTI identify a per-
son’s likely “fit” into your organization today, and 
their ability to grow into larger roles over time. LTI 
analytics will allow you to more reliably drive selec-
tion, onboarding, and development design. 

Cognitive insights are amplified with behavior-
al insights to give a leader a complete picture 
of their leadership capabilities. The ExecuSmart 
Context Based 360°™ (c360°) is a scientific, pro-
prietary tool that gives insight in very unique ways.

Traditional 360s are fraught with assumptions and 
interpretation problems that significantly impairs 
their overall value, while the c360° is designed 
to help understand our ability to meet the expec-
tations of those around us, as well as the needs 
of the business. The self-insight from the c360° is 
truly predictive of a leader’s business impact. 

Leadership/Professional Temperament Indexes™

Context Based 360° 
Leadership Assessment™ Di
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The TDI™ uses the findings of the LTI® and c360°™ to create developmental targets in better leveraging 
strengths, and works to eliminate development areas. It is capable of creating a powerful foundation of 
deep and meaningful development planning. The LTI® is an efficient, science based, integrated devel-
opment planning tool that has the potential to create for you a true development culture. 

Development cultures require development planning processes that are scalable and powerful. The 
Targeted Development Insights™ (TDI) report is designed to integrate the findings of ExecuSmart’s
Success Profile©, Leadership Temperament Index®, and the Context Based 360° Leadership Assess-
ment™, to provide a powerful foundation targeted toward individual development planning.  

The ExecuSmart Team Impact Builder® (TIB) and 
Team Alignment Processes are designed to give us 
insight into the alignment functionality of key teams 
as well as their current impact on organizational 
outcomes. Built on the drag coefficient concept, the 
TIB is predictive of future organizational, unit, or 
functional outcomes.  

Built upon a data-driven analytics platform, the TIB 
demonstrates how team functionality directly im-
pacts firm performance. The TIB draws upon over 
25 years of research and practice. With over 1,000 
teams, these processes have been effective predic-
tors of organizational performance. 

Targeted Development Insights™

Team Impact Builder® and Alignment Processes

ExecuSmart Talent Life Cycle Leadership Temperament Index® Context Based 360°™

Targeted
Development
Insights
integration:

 

Executive Assessment Institute, Inc.

www.executiveteam.com

Phone: 828.433.8870 

info@executiveteam.com  


